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What I am now did
not happen by
accident or luck.
I made it happen
through sheer hard
work”
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The Times of India in association with BMW and the State Bank of
Travancore presented Brand Icons Excellence in Business awards to the
best and brightest of Kerala Inc.
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The recipients include Dr P K Warn er , managing trustee and chief physician,
ian ,
Arya Vaidya Sala , Kottakkal; C V Jacob , chairman and MD , Synnthit e
Industries Ltd.; Jose Thomas, chairman and MD , Choice Group;
Dr Santhamma Mathew, MD , Credence Hospital; C C Thampi , chairman ,
Holiday Group; Priya A A
S, MD , Dream Flower Housing Projects; Varghesee
Alukka , MD , Finance , Jos Alukkas Group; Paul J Alukka , MD , Operations ,
Jos Alukkas Group; John Alukka , MD , Marketing, Jos Alukkas Group;
Ansif Ashraf , founder , Ansif Global Inc. and N A A
Mohammed Kutty,
MD , Falcon n
Infrastructures Ltd.

E X C E LL L E N C E

My success mantra
is my guiding spirit
to have absolute
faith in in
my convictions and to do
everything possible
to realise them ”

Padma Shri Dr P K War n er
Managing Trustee and Chief Physician,
Arya Vaidya Safa , Kottakkal
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Life Time Achievement
From a modest beginning at a small village in
Kerala , today Synthite Industries Ltd. , has become
a global leader in oleoresins with a world-wide
pre sence. This vibrant journey reflects the relentless pursuit of success , strong will-power and commitment
ttowa rrds the so ciety by C V Jac ob , the visi onna ry behind
this business empire.
AA
small advertisement in a newspaper by the Central
Food Technology Research Institute (CFTRI) changed the
fortunes of Jacob , who was then running a small company
that made industrial glue at Kochi. The Institute had invited applications from people interested in manufacturing
oleoresins (mixture of oil and resin). He applied and got
the know-how from CFTRI and the next year he started
Synthite. Today his firm contributes over 35 per cent of
the total production of oleoresins with six manufacturing
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N AA
Muhammed Kutty is a man with
an eye for business and innovation.
Within a short span of twelve years ,
he has established himself as one of the leaders in the freight and logistics industry. He
created the first ever integrated logistics hub
spread across 25 acres , which became a
benchmark for his competitors to emulate.
He established the first container freight station in Kerala long before the International
Container Transshipment Terminal was
envisaged. These , along with the warehouses owned and operated by him , today offer
360 degree solutions for the shipping industry and have been instrumental in redefining
the paradigms of the business.
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Co-sponsors

P a dm a Shri Dr P K Warn err, a doyen of the

ur
units
in India. The company has an annual turnover of
oover Rs. 950 crore and has set a target of Rs. 3000 crore by
2020. Over the years Synthite has diversified from its core
2C
off ering of bio ingredients into Synthite Spice , Synthit e
of.
F
Farm Tech , Synthite Hospitality, Synthite Realty, Sy nnt hit e
Taste Park , Symega Savoury Technology (P) Ltd. (a joint
T
VE
venture between Synthite Industries and OMEGA Food
Technology, Austria), Aromco Flavours India (P) Ltd. (joint
T€
yE
venture with Aromco , UK) and Wind Energy.
Along with building his business empire , Jacob is also
committed towards society. His social awareness and
co
commitment to the poor and needy prompted Synthite to
co
es
establish the CVJ Foundation which focuses on education ,
healthcare and housing schemes. The foundation does
hE
various community development programs throughout the
vs
year.
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ulty of Ayurveda and chairman , Board of Studies in
Ayurveda at the University of Calicut twice.
Several awards and recognitions have been
bestowed upon him , which include Padma Shri and
Padma Bhushan by the Government of India. He
has also received the Dhanwantari award , the
Poulose Mar Gregorious award and the
Brihatrayira tna award.
His autobiography, Smrtiparvam and a compilation of his articles Padamudrakal , have been well
received by the Malayalam readers.
The extraordinary life and success story of
Warn er ttell us how a lone man , with his untiring
and relentless efforts , transformed a simple organ isation , in a little known village called Kottakkal ,
into a multi-faceted global institution now synonymous with Ayurveda.
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Practical knowledge and
determination to do things are
important for every entrepreneur.
Hard work and a systematic way
of functioning are essential for
becoming successful in
business. These are the success
factors of our business too ”

C V Jacob
Chairman and Managing Director,

Synthite Industries Ltd.

Walk into the plush Jos Alukkas gold showroom
oom and it
is hard to imagine that it all began in a small1,, one room
shop tucked away in one of the crowdedL gullies of
Thriss uurr, Ker ala ’s erstwhile gold trade hub. The sibling
31mg trio of
Varghese Alukka and Paul J Alukka and John Alukka
Lkka forms
the young, third generation leadership that is driving
ing the fortunes of this fifty year old company as it races through
ough a significant phase of its growth.
Jos Alukkas was established in 1964 as part of the former
Alukkas Jewellery. It was bifurcated into a separate
te entity in
2001. Jos Alukka , who still holds the role of chairman
man of the
group and mentor to his three sons , was a visionary
onary who
turned the traditional concept of gold retailing onn nits head.
He introd uced the concept of 916 BIS hailmarking
ng in gold
ie stamp of
retailing way back in the 90’s, to give his brand the
tr ansparency and to empower his customer. The fi
first
rrst gold
T, -. A1 ,.1,1
super market in Kerala was again his brain child. Jos
Alukka
group was also the first jewe llery group with ISO 9001:2000
certification.
The year 1993 signalled the arrival of the new leadership
brigade and this became the defining moment in the compafly ’s business trajectory. This was the year that Varghese
Alukk a, and Paul Alukka , all of 22 then , came on board.
Varghese ’s flair for number crunching, strategic focus , and
on-the-floor decision-making made him the automatic choice
to head the company ’s finances at a very critical juncture in
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C C Thampi
Chairman ,
Holiday Group
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Dr Santhamma Mathew has vast experience in
the healthcare sector which she leverages
towards the betterment of women and the
society at large. Credence Hospital, in Trivandrum , is
one of the biggest centers for assisted reproduction in
south India , providing quality medical care and has
registered success rates at par with international standards.
In her constant endeavour to provide quality healthcare to women, Mathew has been ably supported by
her husband , K L John and sons , Binoy John and Bimal
John , both doctors in their specialised field.
Over the years , Mathew s dedication and sincerity
to her work and patients has only increased and she is
available to her patients 365 days and 24x7 , something
her patients widely recognise and appreciate. For

C

them , she is a mother, sister, friend , guid e, teacher and
companion. She sees nearly I 50 patients and performs
around 5 surgeries every single day at work , and
deicates her life fully to the motto service above self’ .
Mathew is bestowed with many honours for her
service , including the Internat ional Malayalee
Achievement Award in 201 1 for the Best Doctor , presented by Lokesh M K , Indian Ambassador to UAE; an
Encomium awarded by The Citizens Forum of
Thiruvananthapuram city during the Jeeva Rakta
Awards ’ for her valuable contributions in medicine ,
and for humanitarian activities and empowering tnibals; the Nehru Award for Excellence in Health and
Family Welfare and the Gandhian Sevana Puraskaram
for selfless and meritorious service in the field of meciical service.
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porate portfolio includes infrastructure ,
international trading, manufacturing,
tourism , hospitality and media. The annual
turnover of the group is over 300 million
dollars and the company employs more
than 2000 skill e d pr of ess ion als fr o m m
div errse
disciplines.
Thampi is also involved in various social
service activities. He is the chairman of
En am International , Dubai and also chairman of Media Trust , Trivandrum. The
adage slow and steady wins the race rings
true for Thampi and his business empire.
Perhaps that is the success factor of the
Holiday Group.
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I feel my biggest strength
is my will-power and that
is why I am able to devote
my time and energy to see
so many patients and perform a lot of surgeries on a
daily basis”

Dr Santhamma Mathew
Managing Director,
Credence Hospital

N A Muhammed Kutty
Managing Director,
Falcon Infrastructures Ltd.

Being a trust worthy good
human being with a
proper vision and striving
hard towards the right
direction is the way
forward to success ”

Vargi lese Alukka , MD-Finance; Paul J Alukka , MD-Operations; John Alukka , MD-Marketing,
Jos Alukkas Group

It is a myth that
staEting a business
needs huge money.
1 i about power
of the idea and
people around you
who make you what
you are ”
Varghese A] ukka
-

the group ’s expansion plans. Paul spearheads the group ’s operations and
the gold and diamond division. Paul has been responsible for building its
product portfolio , which has given the company a topline growth of 40-45%
year on year. John Alukka at 36 , is the man behind the Jos Alukka brand and
its marketing success. As his brothers fondly point put , he is the energy
behind the young team. In 2010 , the group embarked on a complete cosmetic
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Brand Icon Diversified Business
From a small hamlet in Thrissur district of Kerala , C C Thampi ventured
out to realise his dream of creating a
business empire. Holiday Group, the brain
child of Th a mpi , hha d a humbl e beginning as
a trading operation , which gradually
evolved into a diversified conglomerate
with well-defined business interest in van ous strategic locations.
Thampi went to Dubai in the early 80’s
looking for a job. He worked in a firm for a
couple of years. And then took the hard
decision of starting own venture. Today
Holiday Group is a renowned business
house operating in India and UAE. Its cor-

Entrepreneurship is
about ownership,
about identifying
opportunities. You
have to work 24
hours to make this
happen ”

-

-

The decision of
giving up a
secure and
lucrative job to
become an
entrepreneur was
a defining
moment ”

The Vidyabharathi Group of Educational
Institutions which he founded is also a pioneering institute that introduced a unique ,
international curriculu m m
in Kerala that offers
courses designed to equip its students for
very lucrative but unexplored career options
in India and abroad. His tourism project , the
Greenix Village , a one-of-its-kind cultural
museum is another initiative under his leadership that bears the imprint of his distinctive vision. He is also actively involved in
many social schemes including those for
women ’s empowerment . In short , the foundation of Kutty ’s business and social enterprises is his underlying passion to make a
difference to his homeland.
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Brand Icon Non-Resident Indian
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Brand Icon Logistics
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Ayurveda physicians’ fraternity of the counttry, represents everything that is authentic and
pristine in Ayurveda. He has rendered yeoman
service to the growth of Ayurveda at the 111 year
old Kottakkal Arya Vaidya Sala , by modernising its
clinical , pharmaceutical , educational and research
domains. He has imbibed the visionary zeal of his
illustrious uncle, the late Vaidyaratnam P S Varier,
as well as the modernistic outlook of his enthusiastic brother , the late P M Varier. Warn er ’s valuable contributions to research and innovation of
th e traditional practices of Ayurveda have been
greatly appreciated and globally recognised.
Warn er is a fellow of the National Academy of
Ayurveda and was president of the All India
Ayurvedic Congress twice. He was also dean , fac-
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Chhairman and MD ,
Choice Group

-
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Jose Thomas

C

remembered for his contributions to society and to the
world around him.
A Aman of rare excellence and great vision , Thomas
was initiated int o business at the young age of 17.
Starting with exports of processed canned shrimp , JT
set up India ’s first state-of-the-art shrimp processing
plant using IQF technology in Cochin. He is the brain
behind JT Pac , an initiative that encourages and supports performing arts in the state.
Choice Trading Corporation is a towering landmark in
the corporate environment of Kerala. This year, as it
completes sixty years of operations , it is a Rs. 1000 crore
conglomerate spanning a wide spectrum of business ,
non -profit and social interests from seafood , shipping,
logisti c s , construction , education and arts.
JT wants to be remembered as an educationist , a
philanthropist and above all a humanist because as he
says the true success of a businessman lies in his ability to create a difference to the world around him.
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Jose Thomas , popular as JT’ , is the managing
director of the Choice Group, one of the largest
and highly diversified conglomerates headquartered in Cochin. He wants to be known as the man who
built Choice school , an institution that was envisaged to
create world class youth with impeccable credentials to
lead; an institution that has given a number of less fortunate children the opportunity for quality education
and potential for a fut ure; an institution that has cleated brilliant citizens who have done the country proud.
Today, 2600 students study in his school.
JT hhas lived by his own rules. Every moment , every
milestone and every step along an eventful life bears the
stamp of the choices he made. In the process , he hhas
bbuilt a huge business empire; created an enduring
brand; and set professional milestones that have won
him innumerable acclaims and accolades. But at the end
of the day he does not want to be judged on the definable parameters of a business. He just want s to be
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Ansif Ashraf
Founder,

AA
nsif Global Inc .
(f ormerly Paradise Gro up)

AA
young entrepreneur and a dynamic businessman , Ansif Ashraf has set out to make a difference to the lives of people around him. His success story showcases how business is not just about
earning profits.
Ansif Global Inc. (formerly Paradise Group) was
founded by Ashraf in 2002. The firm is incorporated in
Hong Kong and the group has presence in diverse fields
like aviation , mining and exploration , automobiles ,
cement and technology. The firm also manufactures
mobile phone in the brand name Ostrich. Cochin
Herald , a Business News Maga zine is also a part of this
group.
Ansif Global Inc. is the exclusive distributor for
Zheji ang Qingji m d Co. Ltd., of China in selling their
Centrifuge Separators to Srilanka , India , Malaysia and
Vietnam market. The group is into technology supply
and has own innovation which is EMR fabric. It helps in
de-activating bombs which are controlled using mobiles

C

Brand Icon Woman Entre preneur

C

took a two year sabbatical to take care of the newborn. During these two years she did substantial
research and decided that real estate was where she
wanted to be. This was 2004 and the time of the real
estate boom. So the choice was perfect .
Within 10 years of its operations , the company
prides on more than 28 successful projects , an
unblemished reputation and a robust brand equity,
accomplished by very few of its bigger and more
established competitors. In the process , Priya , its
visionary leader, has broken the barriers of male dominance in the business domain of the state. Today,
Dream Flower is one of the most respected real estate
companies in Kerala.
- (Compiled by
Priya C Na ir, Sherene Joseph , Thara Menon)

phone to trigger. The group serves an important and
essential role in supplying technology to the industry.
The company follows the new and improved system of
trade that is well equipped to meet the challenges and
strengthen every busine ss. Internationally the firm has
been a credible business company to numerous compaflies.
The firm is a combination of excellent entrepreneurial skills , vision , th e highest scale of workmanship and
personal service with lightning speed. Apart from being
a successful businessman, Ashraf is also an international speaker, moderator and writer. He is a business man who took 0-commerce as the promise of future into
global business. He was awarded as World’s Top eBusiness Champion of the year 2008’ at the Small &
Medium Enterprises Summit of Asia Pacific Economic
Cooperation (APEC). He is the first Indian to get APEC
award for e-Business. He has authored articles in journals and magazines in both Malayalam and English.
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Building a real estate brand is next to impossible for small players. But Priya A A
S has done
ju st that.
Based out of Kochi , Dream Flower Housing Projects
Pvt. Ltd. began its operations in 2004 and it was registered as a private limited company in 2006. It focuses on small project s of 20-25 units with all premium
facilities. The entry into the premium dwellings market was a defining moment of the company ’s fortunes.
The story of Priya dates back to 2004 , when at the
age of 24 , with only her passion as capital , she set out
to build her dream in real estate. After graduating in
Business from Cochin University of Science and
Technology, she dabbled in various corporate roles
before she took what she calls a big leap of faith’ . It
all began with the birth of her first child when she

makeover with the launch of a new logo to reflect its new avatar. The young
leadership at Jos Alukkas is unanimous when it comes to the most significant contribution to the company; that they have been able to create a customer connect across states that few jeweller y brands have accomplished.
They rate their decision to expand to Tamil Nadu as the crowning success in
their careers.

All you need is passion
and an inteffigent vision
and everything else will
fall in place ”

Pnya A S
I

Managing Director,
Dream Flower Housing Projects
Pvt . Ltd.

